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OUR SIGHTSEEING PROGRAMS 
ARE MORE PERSONAL THAN EXPECTED!



GO LOCAL! Budapest City Discovery

 DURATION different versions from 2-8 hours 
 GROUP SIZE from 1 to 200+ guests,  
 in groups of max. 10 people/ 1 underguide 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION downtown Budapest 
 TRANSPORTATION walking and public transport 
 RECOMMENDED season any season
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 15 / person

What is a Go Local! City Discovery?

Our aim is to allow travelers to get to know and 
love Budapest as the locals do. We believe that 
it is not only the place, but also the people who 

make travelling unforgettable, and that the real 
way to get to know a destination is to live and 
share personal experiences with the locals. 

In the company of your underguide, besides 
the must-see sights of your choice, you will 
discover a slice of the ‘behind the scenes’ Bu-
dapest, off-track places that the locals like the 
most: districts, markets, shops, bars, build-
ings, parks etc. Besides the cultural-historical 
approach, your underguide will also introduce 
the curiosities and ‘never-before heard’ urban 
legends of the city.

The route and theme

The exact route, departure, arrival and timing 
of your Go Local! City Discovery depend on you. 
Share your interests with our coordinator so we 
can build you a tailor made route, or pick from 
the favourites of our travelers:

n  Go for a general overview of Budapest that 
gives you plenty of ideas on what else to do in 
Budapest for the rest of your stay.

n  Art nouveau, Hungarian fashion and design, 
latest trends in gastronomy and Hungarian 
wine culture, retro themes, Jewish heritage 
‘then and now’, Budapest Soho and Palace 
district are the most popular themes among 
our travelers.

We prepare your tour and continue with the  
prepared itinerary only if you wish to do so.  
If, on the spot, you’d rather feel like going  
a different way, or you discover something  
that you would like to spend more time at,  
our underguides are all trained to adapt to your 
modified interest during the program. 

Interactivity

A Go Local! City Discovery is never a ’one man 
show’ given by your underguide. It is all about an 
exchange of ideas, a multitude of questions to 
discuss, small cheer up games and an unforget-
table personal experience while you get to know 
Budapest and your underguide better and better.

 INTERACTIVE SIGHTSEEING 
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Budapest Delicatessen 
Gastro Program
Taste Budapest with a Local

 DURATION approx. 4 hours 
 GROUP SIZE from 1 to 200+ guests,  
 in groups of max. 10 people/ 1 underguide 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION downtown Budapest 
 TRANSPORTATION walking and public transport
 RECOMMENDED SEASON any season 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 35 / person 

Better and better restaurants, street food ven-
dors and even sweet shops are opening every 
day, all over the city, and are attracting lovers of 
gastronomy and passionate gastronomists, from 
all over the world. 

For an appetizer, taste the Lángos. For the main 
course, eat grilled sausage standing at the 
‘Hentes’(Butcher’s), or a big portion of Stuffed 
cabbage. Taste Unicum or Pálinka in a famous 
ruin bar, and wash it down with the most sur-
prising local snacks: zsíroskenyér and a ‘fröccs’ 
(wine spritzer). Finish the day with a typical cake 
in a lovely classic café, or with a kosher cake in 
a famous patisserie of the Jewish district.  
On the way you can also visit culinary and  
artisan chocolate shops.

These culinary ‘wows’ are among the most in-
teresting cultural differences that we cater for.

Don’t eat before your tour, because we will take 
you through 3 stages, which includes all the 
above-mentioned food to let you taste as much 
of the Hungarian specialties as you can take. 

Besides all of the tasting, your underguide will 
lead you from one exciting, famous and hidden 
spot of the city to the next, to make the day 
complete with some sightseeing. 

 INTERACTIVE SIGHTSEEING 
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Classic Sightseeing  
By Bus, By Boat, By Bike
We will, with this short insight into the city, 
prove to you that a classic sightseeing pro-
gram does not have to be a boring, strictly 
historic-cultural program: besides presenting 
the ‘must-see’ sights on the way, our young, 
talented and specially trained underguides will 
cheer up the road with crazy legends, inter-
esting facts and plenty of fun and typical local 
information! 

…BY BUS

 DURATION different versions from 1-3 hours 
 GROUP SIZE from 5 to 100+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION downtown Budapest 
 TRANSPORTATION bus and walking stops 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON any season 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 15 / person 

Our underguides will take your guests around 
Budapest’s main sights, and the most important 
memories that you can not miss when you are 
visiting Budapest: the Basilica, the old Jewish 
district, the Buda Castle, Andrássy avenue, the 

Budapest Soho, the State Opera, Heroes square, 
the Parliament, the Chain Bridge, and many 
more. The exact route will depend on the depar-
ture point and program length that you choose.

The program will include 2-3 picture taking 
and walking stops: on the top of the Gellért Hill 
for the incredible view, in the Buda Castle for a 
short historical walk, in the Jewish district, or 
anywhere you prefer. 

During the program, guests will be invited for 
a drink in one of Budapest’s world famous ruin 
bars, or in a venue of your choice.

 INTERACTIVE SIGHTSEEING 
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…BY BOAT 

 DURATION different versions from 1 to 3 hours 
 GROUP SIZE from 10 to 100+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION River Danube 
 TRANSPORTATION boat or cruiser 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON any season 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 19 / person 

There is no better way to get a full overview of 
the world heritage sites of Budapest than to 
take a cruise on the Danube. The boat departs 
from the centre of Budapest and makes a round 
trip through the city. The boats are the most ele-
gant, refurbished yet still classic cruise boats 
on the Danube. During the cruise, your guests 
will be enchanted by the marvellous sites of the 
two Danube banks and will enjoy the legendary 
and secret stories of our beloved town told by 
your underguide along on the way.

OPTIONAL EXTRA SERVICES

n  Old-school gipsy band
n Folk dance performance
n Lunch/dinner
n Wine tasting

…BY BIKE

 DURATION different versions from 1 to 3 hours 
 GROUP SIZE from 1 to 200+ guests,  
 in groups of max. 15 people/ 1 underguide 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION Budapest and  the  
 surrounding area 
 TRANSPORTATION bike 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON spring and summer 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 18 / person 

Bike around Budapest just like the locals do! 
The underguides will meet the guests downtown 
and give out the bikes, helmets and a classic 
Hungarian soft drink for the route. For safety 
reasons and to ensure a pleasant sightseeing 
the group will be divided into smaller teams 
(8-15 people per team) and all of them will have 
a guide. Teams will do similar routes and will 
meet at joint stops. 

If the team is looking for a sporty program, the 
route can lead to the Buda side and up to the 
Castle district. If you would like to go for an eas-
ier route, we suggest that you stay on the Pest 
side, and visit all of the important sights, from 
the Main Market Hall to Heroes’ square. 

…OTHER: RICKSHAW, ROLLERBLADE, RAFTING, TRABANT…

Do you have any other funky means of transportation in mind for your sightseeing?  
Would you try the lazy-underground rickshaw feeling, or do you feel like skating around?  
Share your ideas with our coordinator and we will have it organized for you.

 INTERACTIVE SIGHTSEEING 
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Tipsy Budapest
Sightseeing and the Typical Local Night Out!

 DURATION approx. 4 hours 
 GROUP SIZE from 1 to 200+ guests,  
 in groups of max. 10 people/ 1 underguide 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION downtown Budapest 
 TRANSPORTATION walking 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON any season 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 25 / person 

Do as Budapesters do: wander around the most 
interesting spots of the historical Jewish district 
and have a drink at the coolest ruin bars! Tipsy 
Budapest is more of an easy ‘cult’ evening in 
Budapest than a touristy sightseeing tour, with 
an umbrella to follow, or a pub crawl where 
drinking is a must. 

We invite you for a 4-hour long walking city 
discovery tour, where our underguides intro-
duce you to the must-see spots of the Jew-
ish district, and its neighborhood. We let you 
discover the hidden treasures of the city, and 
show you around the ruin pubs that the locals 
like the most. Our underguides will lead your 
people directly into the most popular nightlife of 
Budapest; the real, cult, trendy but still under-
ground Budapest – the style that attracts mostly 
contemporary travelers to town: A Budapest 
Wonderground! The world famous ruin bars 
of Budapest, art galleries, concerts, baby foot 
and fun all along the evening – the night will, 
for sure, be a unique experience for the open 
minded, culture and fun guests! Guest will be 
welcome at every bar (3-4 bars) with a local 
drink (3-4 drinks included in rates). 

OPTIONAL EXTRA SERVICES

n  Dinner in a Ruin Pub: The guests will have 
the chance to be the only ones who have ever 
had dinner in a legendary Ruin pub! Various 
catering can be provided depending on your 
request (picnic style, buffet, standing/seat-
ed, gala set up etc.). The atmosphere will 
be unique and guests can simply stay after 
dinner, listen to the music and meet with the 
locals!

n  ’Fine Drinking’ through glamorous bars also 
available.

 INTERACTIVE SIGHTSEEING 
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Special Interest  
Sightseeing
Our goal is to let you discover the slice of Bu-
dapest that you are interested in. Besides the 
must-see attractions and hidden treasures, we 
are happy to tailor your sightseeing program 
to your group’s special interest. Check out the 
sample programs below that we have already 
built on request for one of our guests!

 DURATION on request 
 GROUP SIZE from 10 to 100+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION on request 

 TRANSPORTATION on request 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON any season 
 APPROXIMATE RATES on request 

Profession Specific Programs

FIGHT FOR YOUR RIGHTS! –  
LAWYERS’ PROGRAM

During the sightseeing, besides presenting the 
must-see attractions we will focus on Buda-
pest’s main courts and legislation related build-
ings. Our underguides will not just talk about 
the main sights, but will build in interesting 
facts about the past and present Hungarian law 
systems, notorious crimes and criminals.

OPTIONAL EXTRA SERVICES

Besides being a sightseeing program, we can con-
vert the city discovery into a team building game. 
You have the right to have fun! Anything you say or 
do can and will be held against you in the game.

EMERGENCY IN BUDAPEST! –  
MEDICAL STAFF’S PROGRAM

During the city discovery tour, our underguides 
will spice up the sightseeing with the most 
important and exciting inventions of famous 
Hungarian researchers and of course we won’t 
miss the chance to guide our guests through the 
history of vitamin-C!  

WOMEN’S PROGRAMS

While your men are at work, take a break with 
us and discover new faces of Budapest!

Version 1. Patisserie chat

Ladies will be invited for a tasty Hungarian 
sweet – the world famous Gerbeaud or a coun-
tryside classic, the ‘rétes’ – to one of the pres-
tigious, historical coffee houses of Budapest. 
Your guests will get to meet one or two local 
women - designers, painters, cooks, entrepre-
neurs, etc. - who did and still do something im-
portant in the life of Budapest, something that 
makes that special ‘vibe’ of the city. Guests will 
tell their stories and also spend some pleasant 
hours chatting besides a coffee with our group. 

 INTERACTIVE SIGHTSEEING 
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Version 2. Famous Hungarian Women

The program begins with a sightseeing part – 
bus, boat or walking, depending on your request 
– where besides allowing guests to discover the 
city, our guides will tell interesting stories about 
famous Hungarian women and famous women 
with strong relations to Hungary. What is the con-
nection between Sophia Loren and the Basilica? 
Where did Andrea Rost, the world famous sopra-
no get married in town? Who is the most popular 
Hungarian female politician and why? Pay atten-
tion to these gripping ‘girlish’ stories! After the 
sightseeing, guests will be invited to join a short 
team game where all of the knowledge shared 
throughout the tour will be tested, so stay alert!

Art, Design and Architecture  
Focused Programs

PAST AND FUTURE ALONG ARCHITECTURE 
AND DESIGN

From baroque through art nouveau, with a hint 
of socialist traces - Budapest is a pretty mix! 
The tour will take guests around on an itinerary 
with many of the main sights of Budapest but 
will approach our culture and history from an 
architectural point of view. During the stops we’ll 
visit locals’ favorite design spots and galleries. 
Our route will lead us from past architecture to 
contemporary design to finish with the develop-
ment plans and issues of our beloved town. The 
program will also include a refreshment stop in 

one of Budapest’s world famous ruin bars, which 
are also creative design & art centers. 

CONTEMPORARY ART PULSE

Some of the most exciting and challenging studios 
and galleries in Budapest are tricky to find and 
access, and it is impossible to discover the real 
street art from guidebooks - so take an inspiring 
tour with your personal underguide, who is an 
expert on the topic and get the contemporary art 
pulse of our beloved city. You will visit the most in-
novative galleries and studios, you will spot color-
ful street art, and tricky land art installations, 

but you can also take a peek at some designers’ 
manufactures and will discover that many ruin 
bars hide a world of artists beyond their walls.

Underground Discoveries  
and Responsible Travel

100% NON-TOURISTY CITY DISCOVERY

For those seeking the real off the beaten track 
– we will take you to where even the inhabitants 
rarely go! Go for Római part and Óbuda’s hidden 
little beauties and laid-back atmosphere, or dis-
cover the very special neighborhoods of Csepel 
or Wekerle! 

OPTIONAL EXTRA SERVICES

n  Meals in hidden little eateries
n  Drink stops in outer ‘pubs’
n  Photography sections on the way

BUDAPEST PARTY WONDERGROUND

Hungary today is best known not only for the 
Goulash, the Castle and its cultural heritage, 
but also for the unbeatable bar and party life of 
Budapest. Our underguides will join the group 
after dinner, and lead participants deep into 
Budapest’s amazing nightlife with short cool 
’night-sightseeing’ commentaries between two 
clubs! The program can last as long as guests 
wish. The program usually does not have a strict 
timing or drinks list – it’s all about having a cool 
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evening together where participants are free to 
join or go their own way anytime. Underguides 
are also there to make sure guests get home 
safe, even if it’s a very late night. Drinks will be 
on guests’ own charge during the night. 

RESPONSIBLE SIGHTSEEING TOUR

The program is a sightseeing/city-discovery 
walking tour, which, besides showing you the 
most important sights in Budapest, will open up 
the hidden places and treasures our city has to 
offer. Since we are devoted to responsible travel, 
we will travel by foot - or you can also choose to 
do the trip by bike.  If you come with us on any of 
our tours, you are already travelling responsibly. 
We will ONLY lead you to local producers and the 
best local souvenir/design stores and take you to 
eat at real local places. This tour is special since 
the guide will tell you all about responsible and 
sustainable travel, and you will discuss the many 
aspects of this extremely important subject…
you will find that it is one of the most interesting 
global issues in our world, at present.

WHAT IS RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL?

RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL IS A NEW WAY OF 
TRAVELLING AND A BETTER WAY TO SEE 
THE WORLD FOR THOSE WHO’VE HAD 
ENOUGH OF MASS TOURISM. WE ALL HAVE 
A RESPONSIBILITY TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
BY THE WAY WE ACT.

Responsible tourism seeks to maximize 
positive economic, environmental, and social 
impacts, and to minimize negative ones and 
with this, to make ‘better places for people to 
live in, and for people to visit.’

A responsible traveler looks for real personal 
experiences, to be part of his/her destination, 

to be in it, to feel it, to smell it, and to learn 
about it rather than just looking at it.
We are proud to say that with all UNDER-
GUIDE programs and services, we aim to 
make tourism more responsible, accessible to 
everybody, and to support responsible travel-
ers to discover Hungary in their own way.
discover Hungary in their own way.

 INTERACTIVE SIGHTSEEING 
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LADIES NIGHT:  
DISCOVER THE CITY THROUGH  
THE HUNGARIAN DIVAS

We invite the guests to spend a spectacular 
night with us through a unique, interactive city 
discovery program, which guides you through 
the History of the most influential ‘Divas’  
in Budapest from the end of the XIX. century  
to the present.

During the approx. 4 hour program, the group 
will cruise around Budapest in a Limousine, 
and stop at 4 places where our ‘pop up’ under-
guide will show both the main sites of Buda-
pest, and reveal the fascinating stories about 
the famous Hungarian women related to the 
actual places, or how they impacted the pres-
ent era Did you know that the aunt of Paris 
Hilton is a famous Hungarian actress, who  
was the first ‘celebrity’ in the US? What is the 
connection between Sophia Loren and the  
Basilica?  For getting into the presented time, 
an interactive game or small task will wait 
for the guests at every stop. Can you imagine 
yourself in a ‘Ball’ at the beginning of the 20th 
century? Would you enjoy a famous ‘house par-
ty’ from the ‘80s? 

Over the interesting sights, guests will be sur-
prised by four different games throughout the 
stages. In order to win in these games and get 
the reward, you don’t need to do anything except 
to be a Diva! 

Classic Sightseeing  
with Contemporary Pop Up Elements
 DURATION different versions from 1 to  
 2,5 hours including announcement of winner 
 GROUP SIZE from 10 to 100+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION downtown Budapest 
 TRANSPORTATION not needed, you are  
 just sitting in a comfortable lovely place  
 RECOMMENDED season any season 
 APPROXIMATE rates from € 19 / person 

What is sigthseeing with pop up elements?
Your classic sightseeing program spiced up with 
unexpected supplements. During this unique 
bus sightseeing tour you will meet with the few 
hundred years old heritage of Hungary through 
special snapshots. It does not matter if you are 
walking or just taking off from the bus, the sur-
prise can wait for you at any corner.

 INTERACTIVE SIGHTSEEING 
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 INTERACTIVE SIGHTSEEING 

What are you interested in? Are you into caving, landscape design, animal rights, or something else? Share your groups’ special  
interest with us and we will be happy to build you a tailor made, brand you tour!

Contemporary does not mean to throw away 
the values of the past at all, but to rethink about 
them, and implement all values to the current 
time and circumstances.

The route and theme

The exact route, departure, arrival and timing 
of your sightseeing tour by bus depend on you. 
Share your interests with our coordinator so we 
can build you a tailor made route. During the 
tour at some point our staff will set up some un-
expected, but yet fitting elements. 

n  Just imagine, pop up folk dancers accompa-
nied by live musicians on the Heroes Square, 
where hundreds of tourists turn over daily, 
but folk dancers only teach your group to folk 
dancing.

n  Pop up fiddler on the top of the Citadel can 
move the atmosphere of the sightseeing more 
unforgettable with a violin solo.

n  The Hungarian Champion of Rubik’s cube will 
make you amazed with his fastness in the Cas-
tle district at the pop up Rubik Cube show. He 
complete the cube just in seconds, even with 
one hand. Even blind. The guest will have a 
chance to learn the basic steps and try to solve 
the cube. The show can take 10 minutes and 
even the guests can have a longer workshop.

Interactivity

The pop up element is never a one man show. 
It is all about interaction with the culture of 
Hungary, getting know the traditions better. The 
best way is to try yourself out in folk dancing, or 
solving the magic cube. Our guides and insiders 
will teach you how to succeed with them. 

Budapest Bingo –  
Interactive Indoor  
Sightseeing Program
 DURATION approx. 4 hours 
 GROUP SIZE from 20 to 200+ guests,  
 in groups of max. 15 people/ 1 underguide 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION downtown Budapest 
 TRANSPORTATION comfortable private bus 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON any season 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 17 / person 

Bingo is exciting, Budapest is full of story, Bingo 
is social, Budapest has plenty of hidden facts. 
Budapest Bingo is a mash of the popular bingo 
game and sightseeing. It is an alternative way 
to obtain information about Budapest, but be 
together with the friends, colleagues in a com-
fortable, nice place and play an indoor game 
together.

Budapest Bingo is an exciting mix of the classic 
Bingo and Budapest display. The program is 
perfect for those who want to have comprehen-
sive and interesting knowledge about Budapest 
and Hungary. 

The rules are simple we just replaced the num-
bers with interesting facts about Budapest. The 
game starts when all the players receive bingo 
tickets with their own Budapest facts. After that 
the game begins. The caller selects Budapest 
facts at random and calls them. Hereby we 
present in funny, interesting and creative way 
our amazing city during a dinner or another 
indoor event. During the game guests can have 
a comfortable and unusual sightseeing tour. 

The winner is determined when one or sever-
al of the players complete the winning bingo 
pattern.

Through this game we can show perfectly our 
adorable city, called Budapest for everyone, in 
an entertaining way.

http://underguide.com


OUR TEAM BUILDINGS ARE  
MORE FUN THAN EXPECTED!



City Discovery  
Day of Challenge! 
(Outdoor)

Would you like to have a sightseeing and team 
building event at the same time and all this in a 
creative, funny way? Would you like to explore 
Budapest, to do something different, original? 
Would you like to compete with each other and 
laugh at the end result? City Discovery Day of 
Challenge is your perfectly designed program! 

Discover the legends behind the scenes of Bu-
dapest, and win the challenge day sightseeing 
contest! During the program each group will have 
their own underguide who will make sure that they 
won’t miss the must-see spots in town, while sup-
porting the group in completing the challenges. 

 DURATION different versions from 1,5 to  
 4 hours including announcement of winner 
 GROUP SIZE from 1 to 200+ guests, in groups  
 of max. 20 people/ 1 underguide 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION downtown Budapest 
 TRANSPORTATION walking 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON any season 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 22 / person 

The Challenges

The game’s main target is to solve the 2-3 tasks 
which your group receives at the beginning in 
the most creative and funny way. The challenges 
and rules below are selected based on the past 
years’ experience, the most beloved and chosen 
tasks by our clients.

PICTURE HUNT

The group members have to be the ’stars’ of the 
pictures and should be doing something that is 
very typical to Budapest (driving a public bus, be 
a waiter in a local bar, be a salesman in a local 
shop, be a ticket controller on a tram… – we 
have encountered many amazing results, so be 
creative!). Do something that normally only the 
locals do. 

HEY BIG SPENDER

Do your participants know everything about 
finance, banking, sales or purchasing? Here 
comes the time to prove that they are the best 
spenders! Everybody receives a light budget: the 
actual value of € 1. The task is to spend it during 
the program on the most typical and funky local 
things that guests will find. The rule is that it has 
to be typical to Budapest or Hungary and that 
you can’t add your own money to the budget, the 
rest is up to participants– surprise us!
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CITY QUIZ

The group receive a question, the answer hid-
den in the city, on the walls, inside of buildings 
or even up on the roofs. Your team have to work 
together to find the correct answer during the 
sightseeing tour.

Contact our coordinator and tell us about your 
groups’ characteristics, or the goal of your meet-
ing in Budapest, and we will suggest personalised 
challenges for you, with unique themes for the 
pictures, or even a tailor made quiz just for you. 

At the end of the tour, groups meet again, we 
project the answers, the photos, the products, 
hear explanations, sing the new rhythm or per-
form anything else related, and then a jury or a 
vote decides which the best team is. The winner 
gets a cool local award. Technical equipment is 
provided by UNDERGUIDE. 

Urban Treasure Hunt
(Outdoor)

 DURATION approx. 4 hours 
 GROUP SIZE from 20 to 200+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION downtown Budapest/  
 Buda Castle Hill
 TRANSPORTATION walking and public  
 transportation/by bike
 RECOMMENDED SEASON spring, summer, fall 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 39 / person 

Treasure hunts are always great fun, especially 
if when combined with the discovery of a new 
city – in our case Budapest. We suggest this 
game to groups who prefer to discover things 
individually – still of course with our guidance in 
the background – and in a playful way. 

The group will be split into smaller teams (3 to 8 
people/team), all teams receive secret codes and 
indices. Their task is to find the treasure, and put 
together the pieces of the puzzle, hidden around 
the city centre. Your team may already have 
visited Budapest, or they may all be newcomers 
– regardless, they will have the same fun! 

Decoding, solving riddles, discovering hidden 
chests all around the city in the crossfire of 
watching eyes everywhere. Although in this 
game there is no guide to accompany the group, 
among the maps and secrets, the teams will 
have the chance to get to know the centu-
ries-old history of Budapest.

What’s hidden in the middle of a sculpture 
group, between the greenery of a bush next to a 
playground, or in the nooks of a church? Every 
secret treasure can be found, if the team is fast 
and dedicated! Work together, convince, com-
promise, be the best treasure hunter there is! 
The treasure hunters can discover the secret 
face of the city, and get to the coveted finish by 
using their flair, riddle-solving ability, and their 
intuitions. 

At the end of the program, all teams meet again 
in a cool bar in Budapest, where everybody 
is our guest for a drink. The winning team is 
announced, and awards are given out by our 
coordinator.  All participants will get a small 
souvenir from the program, but the award goes 
to the quickest ones who in turn are the winning 
team!

OPTIONAL EXTRA SERVICES

Adventure of the future - upgraded version of 
the treasure hunt program is geocache, where 
the guests use Tablets and GPS coordinates  
for locating the hidden places.
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Budapest Mysteries – Enigma Solving Games  
Mystery and scheming spiced up with a little 
bit of crime, all waiting to be solved. After the 
shocking experience that something has been 
stolen, or somebody have been attacked, police 
and investigators welcome the help of expert 
teams. For this time, you and your colleagues 
can be part of these expert teams, which consist 
of different professionals of detectives, labour 
analysts, ballistics experts or coroners, etc.

To begin, the Chief Investigator appears, hands 
over the brief report as well as some clues  

which are essential for our team, if ever they  
are to solve the crime. Watch out for further 
clues, which can be hidden anywhere… on the 
street, under the dinner table, or in a ruin pub. 
It’s up to you to collect them.

But the end result is not that trivial; teams  
have to use their creativity, real and social 
knowledge in maths and historical enigmas  
in order to have the final solution to the  
mystery: Who did it? When? Why?  
All must be revealed…

Criminal Dinner (indoor)

 DURATION different versions from 2 to 3 hours  
 including announcement of winner 
 GROUP SIZE from 8 to 100+ guests in groups  
 of 4-8 guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION downtown Budapest 
 TRANSPORTATION not needed, you are just  
 sitting in a comfortable lovely place 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON any season 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 35 / person 

By the time you have the last bite of the appetiz-
ers, all eyes will turn on our Chief Inspector. He 
divides the guests into teams of investigators  
(4 or 5 teams) and hands over the brief report as 
well as a few clues essential to solving the crime.

Since creativity requires energy, the starters 
of the delicious dinner will be served, in order 
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to ensure the investigating teams have enough 
saved energy for the night. 

Twice during the meal (after the starters and be-
fore the dessert) the teams are requested to leave 
the restaurant for a little field work and crime 
scene investigation for further clues to the crime.

OPTIONAL EXTRA SERVICES

In order to recall the circumstances of any case, 
two actors can show us what may have hap-
pened. At the end of their scene, the game can 
get begin.

Thrilling Mystery Across the Town 
(outdoor)

 DURATION different versions from 1,5 to  
 2,5 hours including announcement of winner 
 GROUP SIZE from 15 to 200+ guests in groups  
 of 5-10 guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION downtown Budapest 
 TRANSPORTATION walking 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON spring, summer, fall 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 25 / person 

After an initial catch up and chat with your 
colleague upon arrival, all eyes will turn to our 
speaker… He will announce the crime that was 
committed in the city, and asks for the help of 
your teams… He will give the first clues, but 
hardly enough to solve the case…
While the teams spread throughout the city, they 

will search for the clues and evidence that they 
will need to solve the mystery. The final solution 
will be given later, at the end of the game, in a 
cool bar, and the winner will be announced!

‘Ruined Mysteries’  
(indoor and outdoor)

 DURATION different versions from 2 to 3 hours  
 including announcement of winner 
 GROUP SIZE from 20 to 200+ guests in groups  
 of 5-10 guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION downtown Budapest 
 TRANSPORTATION walking 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON any season 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 42 / person 

The group will be split into smaller teams  
(8-10 people/ team), all teams receive secret 
codes and clues. Their task is to find the clues, 
and put together the pieces of the crime, hidden 
around the city, while travelling throughout the 
main events of the Hungarian history. 

Every secret clue can be found, if the team is 
fast and dedicated! The investigating teams 
can discover the secret face of the city, and get 
to the coveted finish by using their flair, rid-
dle-solving ability, and their intuitions. On the 
way to the final destination, 3 locations will be 
visited, where the teams will search and find the 
clues necessary to solve the enigma. The final 
solution will be given later, at the final desti-
nation, where the winner will be announced! 
During each of the stages, warm up drinks will 
help the progression of the investigation.
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Crime Scene Budapest:  
UNDERGUIDE Cluedo (Indoor)

 DURATION different versions from 2 to 3 hours  
 including announcement of winner 
 GROUP SIZE from 10 to 100+ guests in groups  
 of 4-8 guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION downtown Budapest 
 TRANSPORTATION not needed, you are just  
 sitting in a comfortable lovely place 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON any season 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 35 / person 

Ever seen a crime scene? Obviously. Have you 
ever BUILT one? This time you have to. A new 
indoor game for 10-60 people (split into teams) 
which requires all of your brain’s capacity, visual 
quality, and your two hardworking hands. 

Reveal the horrid crime, find the clues, and 
build a smaller mock-up of the crime scene that 
you are in! Every tiny piece of information can be 
vital if you want to find out the truth and finish 
your crime scene mock-up for which you have 
only 90 minutes. 

Ready to become a professional investigator? 
There is only one way to find out.

Bloody Budapest  
(Indoor or outdoor)

 DURATION different versions (and levels  
 of difficulty) from 2 hours to 2-3 day long  
 conference length 
 GROUP SIZE from 10 to 500+ guests
 POSSIBLE LOCATION any location –  
 complementary game during events, dinners,  
 workshops /in or outdoor 
 TRANSPORTATION not needed 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON any season 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 9 / person 

Please note that Bloody Budapest is a fun com-
plimentary program for company dinners or 
parties or can accompany a longer workshop for 
several days depending on level of difficulty.
Bloody Budapest is a team building game with 
fake ‘murders’. The point is that everyone gets 
a task (a ’way of killing’ – ex: Make Martin taste 
your cocktail…Sing a song together with Susan 
or simply borrow a pen from Peter…) and the 
name of a colleague (’the victim’). You have to 
make an elaborate and creative plan to make 
your colleague do this task – of course, without 
him/her noticing it! If you succeed your ’victim’ 
is out of the game i.e. ‘dead’ and you take over 
his/her task. There can be only one in the end! 
But take care while planning your murder… you 
are hunted by someone as well…

It is an excellent game for participants who did 
not know each other very well before to get 
acquainted with each other (the first task is to 
find your victim and get in touch with him/her 
without getting suspected) and a unique team 
building exercise to support self-organised team 
work, as for most tasks, you will need helpers.

All games are handled onsite by our coordinators.

OPTIONAL EXTRA SERVICES 

The ’killer tasks’ can be adapted to the location 
or event theme.
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Aaand Action! –  
Film making and  
Flashmob programs
Precision, timing, team work and creativity have 
never been as important anywhere, as in the 
film industry…The challenge is big, time is short 
and everybody must be working 200% to reach 
the dream result together!

Shortcut, Clip Remake or  
Ad Shooting (Indoor or outdoor)

 DURATION different versions from half  
 to whole day 
 GROUP SIZE from 50 to 200+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION various locations or your  
 original conference/event venue/in or outdoor
 TRANSPORTATION not needed 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON any season 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 59 / person 

Generally an AD shooting needs 1-2 weeks of pre-
paration and at least 2-3 complete days of shoot-
ing, as professionals work on and realize every 
little element of those eye-catching 30 seconds. 
This time your entire team participates in making 
a complete shooting, (from the set building, to 
the makeup, and even the special effects), an AD, 
a clip, or just a short film in no more than a few 
hours – it’s almost a new Guinness world record!

Dresses and props will all be available for the 
guests as all roles – director, PAs, makeup art-
ists, stylists, actors, camera assistants, etc – will 
be ‘played’ by participants, depending on which 

role they picked at the beginning! UNDERGUIDE 
will have prepared the entire works’ creative 
and time schedule and will control all the work 
flow to make things run smoothly. Professional 
equipment and support teams will also be there 
to help teams work, but the film has to be imple-
mented by the people of the company. 

‘Backstage’ photos can be presented at the end 
of the program, while the final short or clip can 
be presented on the day after, following some 
post-shooting technical work, and cutting by 
professionals. The end result can also be used 
and shown at further company events – it will 
be such a great memory for everybody! The 
program highly enforces team work and is also 
a huge amount of fun!

The script and theme will be adapted to your 
group’s profile. A few ideas that we have come 
up with in 2014:
n  The company’s insider AD for a new product 

or brand launch made by your team for your 
colleagues;

n  Remake the song and clip of Queen’s ‘Tavaszi 
Szél’, a Hungarian song that Freddy Mercury 
sang when they first came for a concert be-
hind the Iron Curtain in 1986!

n  Remake of Pharrell Williams ’Happy’ in a 
’Happy Budapest’ version

OPTIONAL EXTRA SERVICES

n  Werkfilm
n  Onsite catering
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Performance Shooting – Flashmob and Folk Dance  
(indoor or outdoor)

 DURATION different versions from 1 to 5 hours 
 GROUP SIZE from 50 to 200+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION various locations or your  
 original conference/event venue/in or outdoor 
 TRANSPORTATION not needed 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON any season 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 29 / person 

FLASHMOB

A classic flashmob is a group of people who 
assemble suddenly in a public place, perform 
an unusual and seemingly pointless act for a 
brief time, then quickly disperse, often for the 
purposes of entertainment, satire, and artistic 
expression. In our case we will not leave every 
detail to luck: we will have all necessary per-
mits to occupy the area for an hour. To to do the 
shooting, we will have prepared the ’act to per-
form’, we will have coordinators and a director 
on site and we will have one of the best teams in 
Budapest recording the entire event!

The script and theme will be adapted to your 
group’s profile. A few ideas that we have thought 
of in 2014:

n  Company pillow fight, yoga positions,  
‘kill your mobile’, dancing flashmobs, etc

n  Flying drone camera shot formations  
(ex: company logo or ‘merry christmas’ 
formed by your team)

FOLK DANCE PERFORMANCE

There is no better way to have a personal im-
pression of real traditional Hungarian music & 
folklore than to participate, and nothing better 
to have some laughter & fun, and to make your 

team ‘feel the common rhythm’ then to take 
them for a dance, with everyone together! 

Hungarian ‘Csárdás’ dance is well known world-
wide, and there is an infinite variety of tradition-
al dances to learn. Hungarian ‘Táncház’, aka 
‘community dance method’ has been approved 
by UNESCO as a Hungarian Intellectual Cultur-
al Heritage in 2011 – you want to see real local 
folklore? Come and dance!

Dancers and teachers of one of the very best 
Hungarian Folk Dance ensembles - will teach 
your group a dance to traditional ‘hot’ Hungarian 
rhythm and a simple song for ‘advanced partic-
ipants’! Don’t be afraid: we believe everybody is 
talented enough to have some fun and it will not be 
more serious than that – it’s all for fun! The Perfor-
mance will be shot, resulting in a cool movie where 
all of your team (200+ participants possible) danc-
es will be submitted to you a day later, after some 
post-editing technical work. A souvenir for life!
 
OPTIONAL EXTRA SERVICES 

n  Traditional attire rental for participants
n  Live music to accompany dancers
n  Flashmob style presentation of the  

performance at the end of the program
n  Werkfilm/clip of the activity
n  Folk show by professionals before or after  

the program
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Culinary Adventures –  
Gastro Team Buildings and Programs

Are you interested in, besides the main sights, 
discovering a destination through its culinary 
life? Then this is your program for sure! The tour 
goes through four stages of ‘nibbles and bites’ to 

let you taste as much of the Hungarian special-
ities as you can take. Between stops, your un-
derguide will present you with plenty of exciting, 
‘must-see’ and hidden spots throughout the city.

Everything is up to your style and mood, the fol-
lowing options are proposed by UNDERGUIDE.

Classic Bites (Indoor or outdoor)

 DURATION different versions from 2 to  
 half day or including overnight
 GROUP SIZE from 15 to 30+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION several possible  
 locations / indoor or out, within Budapest  
 or outside of the city 
 TRANSPORTATION on request 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON any season 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 32 / person 

The Classic ‘Bites’ takes place in the up-market 
neighbourhoods of Grand Central Market Hall, 
adjoining the most impulsive culinary 5th and 
7th districts of the city. You will explore Hunga-
ry’s unique culture and history with your private 
lifestyle guide and visit places that reflect typi-
cal Hungarian Gastronomy Clichés in Budapest 
– from local neighbourhood bistros with region-
al food to central market halls, groceries and 
confectioneries. Just a few words to bring your 
apetite: Lángos(Fladen), Zsíroskenyér (bread 
and toppings) with Fröccs (Spritzer), Hentes 
(Butcher), and Gerbaud (cake).
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Street Food Show in Budapest  
(Indoor or outdoor)

 DURATION different versions from 2 to  
 half day or including overnight 
 GROUP SIZE from 15 to 30+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION several possible  
 locations / indoor or out, within Budapest  
 or outside of the city 
 TRANSPORTATION on request 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON any season 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 29 / person 

Perhaps the most significant experience of the 
past season is that the ‘gastro-revolution’ (or 
whatever name we call it) has now spread be-
yond Budapest.

Quite a few new notable places have appeared 
throughout the city, and UNDERGUIDE is glad to 
recommend them with pleasure. Join us and grab 
an inspirational soup to go, check on the most 
exciting gastro metro stations of the city, take a 
look into the Paradise of Street Foodies in Kazin-
czy street, and bring your tour to a close with sweet 
bites in a creamy heaven around Ferenciek Square.

Gourmet rally* (Indoor or outdoor)

 DURATION different versions from 2 to half day  
 or including overnight 
 GROUP SIZE from 15 to 30+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION several possible  
 locations / indoor or out, within Budapest  
 or outside of the city 
 TRANSPORTATION on request 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON any season 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 46 / person 

The main stages

Ready your taste buds, here comes the Gourmet 
Rally to discover the very best in contemporary 
fine dining that this wonderful city of Budapest 
has to offer. 

At each restaurant, you will learn about the lo-
cation’s back-story and its specialties. You’ll be 
walking between restaurants, so your guide will 
point out neighbourhood secrets, tucked-away 
‘must-sees’ and nightlife hotspots, as they show 
you the best of the Urban Lifestyle tour.

From stunning Winebars, to Gastrobars,  
Ruinbars 2.0, and even unique roof top bars, 
with UNDERGUIDE it is guaranteed that you will 
feel on the top of the world! And not just from  
a physical point of view. We look forward to wel-
coming you on the top of Budapest!

*This program is based on the ‘Gastro rally program’, organized in cooperation with berlinagenten.com!
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Goulash or Fish Soup Cooking Contest (Indoor or outdoor)

 DURATION different versions from 2 to  half day  
 or including overnight 
 GROUP SIZE from 30 to 80+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION several possible  
 locations / indoor or out, within Budapest  
 or outside of the city
 TRANSPORTATION not needed 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON any season 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 39 / person 

We hold our famous Goulash Cooking Contest 
at one of Budapest’s favourite ruin pubs, which 

will redefine your concept of outdoor cooking. 
Laugh until you cry when preparing the onions, 
display your food knowledge in the gastro quiz, 
and, of course, raise your heads high in the final 
competition by winning the Best Goulash Prize. 
Pálinka tasting and folk dancing lessons will 
make everyone’s evening one to remember.  
The program is rounded out with a well-de-
served dinner and a fabulous Goulash Party.

OPTIONAL EXTRA SERVICES

Making the program more challenging, extra 
tasks can be implemented as hunting for the 
secret recipe of Best Goulash Ever and com-
peting to get the best ingredients form various 
points of the city centre, before the cooking 
contest can get started.

CreaActivity Game – 
Make your idea come 
true (Indoor)

 DURATION different versions from 3 to 6 hours 
 GROUP SIZE from 10 to 100+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION several possible locations 
 TRANSPORTATION not needed 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON any season 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 39 / person 

Everybody has a brilliant idea - a dream of a 
shop, a new product, a website, a business... 
Now it is your time to make yours come true! 
In our CreActivity games, we will help you 
discover Budapest, the capital of innovation in 

Central-Eastern Europe, while you participate in 
a twisting team building game where creativity, 
competitiveness and crushing communication 
skills are a must! 

Budapest offers everything you need – experience 
it in this extraordinary game which combines 
sightseeing, fun, team building and learning about 
the steps of create a project or develop a product . 
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Every office worker, sitting all day in front of the 
computer, has already dreamed about changing 
the world with brilliant ideas. Now here is the 
chance to try it yourself! Organize and create  
a movie, a song, a painting, a poem, a plasticine 
town, an advertisement, a cake or a uniform based 
on your ideas! During the crazy competition, 
loads of laughs and challenges are waiting for the 
teams, but it’s worth it: the team building adven-
ture will be followed by the well-deserved reward! 

In the game, your group will try to be the best, 
solve the challenges, and do all of the necessary 
steps that a rising project has to face. You will 
have to take care of money, do market research, 
and a few other tasks – and you will have a big 
laugh during the project. In the end you will pres-
ent your product so our judges and a surprise 
element will decide about the winner team.
 
The city will unfold in front of you as you go step 
by step into forming your business.

Best of the Quizzes 
(Indoor)

 DURATION approx. 4 hours 
 GROUP SIZE from 20 to 100+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION several possible locations 
 TRANSPORTATION not needed 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON any season 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 39 / person 

Always training your mind while watching the 
ever popular game shows like ’Who wants to be 
a millionaire?’, ’Double Dare’ or ’Taboo’,  
and you’ll have always have that feeling:  
‘I can do better?’

Then it’s your time! You and your colleagues 
will form teams of 6-10 people, and the game is 
ready to begin! Budapest is a lovely city, either 
to visit or to live in, and during this game the 
less known secrets and urban legends of this 
beautiful treasure will be revealed. Questions, 
interaction, team spirit, challenges against 
the other teams and time…these are the most 
important features of this all in game, when 
you have to give your 100% of your energy and 
knowledge! 

Are you ready? The Wheel of fortune awaits you!
This game is a perfect choice if you’d have a fun 
program at your conference venue after a long day.

Entertaining Programs 
for Events (Indoor)

 DURATION different versions from 30 minutes  
 to 2+ hours 
 GROUP SIZE from 20 to 500+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION several possible locations 
 TRANSPORTATION not needed 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON any season 
 APPROXIMATE RATES on request 

Samples for an entertainment show

Music show examples: Acapella group, String 
quartet, Hungarian folk-jazz group, contem-
porary gipsy music band, Live MC-s and DJ 
sets, Hungarian pop bands, and internationally 
famous music performances .

Do you need something extreme, extraordinary, 
wild? Our stuntmen, jugglers, acrobats, fire per-
formers, strongman, snake charmers, and LED/
UV light dancers can provide that ‘wow factor’ 
for your event. 

Also guests can be invited for a Private Casino 
Program, where a casino can be installed into 
the venue’s private room, or next to your confer-
ence room(s) . Besides the great fun its a perfect 
program for a charity night as well. A percentage 
of all purchased chips contribute to the donation 
to any selected NGO or Foundation.  

UNDERGUIDE has also references  
in the following entertaining programs

n  Drum shows and lessons, sand drawing art-
ist, illusionist, music bands, special karaoke, 
private cinema!

n  Contact our coordinator and tell us about your 
groups’ characteristics, or the goal of your 
event in Budapest, and we will suggest per-
sonalised extras, just for you!
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OUR MICE PROGAMS ARE  
MORE EFFECTIVE THAN EXPECTED!



Meetings, Gala Events & Incentives 
Local knowledge – Global concept
UNDERGUIDE IS AN INCOMING TRAVEL  
OPERATOR AND GROUND HANDLING  
SERVICE PROVIDER, WHICH CATERS  
TO BOTH BUSINESS AND LEISURE CLIENTS. 

Our profound knowledge of Budapest, our 
continuous and intensive connection to the City 
light up a great number of possibilities that oth-
ers don’t even dare to think of. 

Our MICE Department possesses enthusiastic 
creativity, extensive local knowledge, exper-
tise and resources, specializing in the design 
and implementation of events, conferences, 
meetings, press conferences, company events, 
activities, tours and program logistics, or simply 
helping with overcoming language and cultural 
barriers your business may face. 

Why choose us

CLASSIC AND UNUSUAL LOCATIONS
n  Up to date local knowledge of Budapest 
n  Selection of the most convenient locations for 

your specific event.
n  Professional venues and various unusual 

locations 
n  Wide range of solutions for a variety of budg-

ets and needs. 

ATTENTION TO DETAIL
Highest level of personal attention by the  
experts on the ground. Personal and local 
quality verification, best deals and high quality 
services at the best locations.

SUSTAINABLE EVENTS
All Products and Services that we propose  
for your events will be – if possible – local ones. 

LOCAL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
n  help you to save money, 
n  give a local touch to your event 
n  conform to the idea of sustainable travelling 

and event organisation.

We connect our guest with the freshest side of 
Budapest, as our aim is to make it possible for 
a growing number of people to get acquainted 
with the unique and successful domestic enter-
prises and products through our mediation.

’WILD’ IDEAS

Should you be looking for a truly unbelievable 
and beautiful incentive weekend, or simply an 
unconventional evening, UNDERGUIDE has was 
founded to offer tailor made, local  products, 
from sightseeing to gala events. We will never 
trouble you with simple, standard offers, but 
only with event concept designs based on your 
individual needs. 
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Conferences and Meeting Services
We offer fully comprehensive conference and meeting services, but we will also happily assist  
you with just a part of your event should you prefer:

n  Comprehensive service from Venue searching 
to the final bookings. Also providing technical 
equipment and support for the event.

n  Catering services: picnics, pop up cookings, 
daily catering,  banquet dinners and events, 
CSR cooking programs.

n  Travel services: flight tickets, accommo-
dation, leisure and professional programs, 
airport transfers.

n  Delegate registration and hostess services, 
pre and post conference and non-working 
travel companion programs. 

n  Integrated team building and ‘just for fun’ 
leisure programs.

n  Ground handling staff: coordinators, hostess-
es, interpreters, personal assistants, under-
guides.

Gala Events
Budapest has amazing historical venues,  
as well as surprising unconventional ones,  
to host your event. What about a gala dinner 
party with crystal glasses in a ruin pub of a 
thousand colors? Have you dreamt of a Ball 
from the XIX. century in the Royal Castle of 
Buda, or a private Cinetrip Spa party? Since  
of course not everybody yearns for the extreme 
programs, we put our heart and soul into our 
classic events as well!
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From the classical to the extravagant, from the 
official to the informal, from the exclusive to 
the chilled hippy, we choose the creative, local 
solution from each category that fits the needs 
of your company or group most.

Some of our Gala Event themes  
from the past years:

n  Balls from the ‘Belle époque’: Banquets from 
the époque of Sissy to the famous Art nou-
veau era: Carriages, costumes, wigs, fire jug-
glers, magicians, classical music, champagne 
and dance in the Castle of Buda.

n  Time Travel Parties: Take a time travel trip 
into the past or into the future: cassette tape 
party with video DJ, authentic costumes and 
accessories from the past ages or fly away to 
the future on a neon air ship.

n  Movie Set Parties: Godfather, James Bond, 
Titanic, Moulin Rouge, Grease, Stayin’ Alive, 
Hair: you can live your movie for a unforgetta-
ble night: a complete decoration by movie set 
team, authentic costumes, accessories, cater-
ing, casino and other matching games, the-
matic performances (even by your colleagues) 
entertainment shows with fitting music makes 
you feel that you’re in your favorite blockbuster. 

These evenings can be easily completed with 
a dancing competition, a flashmob/video clip 
shooting or even with a theatre piece created by 
the guests. Our goal is to make our guests truly 
experience the fact that Budapest really is more 
than one would expect!

Incentive and City Breaks
Being familiar with the secrets of Budapest, we 
have a special ability to offer the same amount of 
adventure in one weekend that you would nor-
mally get during a two-week vacation, to organize 
special programs that recharge, pamper and bring 
together your participants. A real reward for your 
colleagues. All of our incentive programs & city 
breaks are always conceived & tailored to the spe-
cific needs of the group and the goals of your trip.

Some of our incentive programs  
from the past years:

n  A stylish boutique Hotel, a half day long con-
ference, a dragon boat championship on the 
Danube, a cool picnic on the Island, a memo-
rable river cruise gala dinner and a separate 
party in the latest club of the city: a product 
launch getaway for 100+ colleagues.

n  Four days-three nights, two thematic parties 
with complete movie decoration, one luxury 
hotel, one speed car racing, a whole day long 
gentle spa experience, sightseeing on foot, 
on boat, by rickshaw and segway, dinner on a 
roof top terrace and on a track boat, hundred 
participants and even more champagne: an 
incentive weekend for a successful company.

n  One day for getting to know Budapest and 
another for being lost in it’s gastronomical- 
cultural- and night life. Between the two days, 
spend time at the abounding countryside: bik-
ing and hiking in the mountains, kayaking on 
the rivers, sailing on the lake, horse riding or 
four wheel rally on the plane: a ‘get together’ 
travel for an international company.

n  One city – one night- one smaller team: Grape 
harvest in the hills of Buda, Fish soup cook-
ing contest on a local terrace, award giving 
dinner with your colleagues, and wine tasting 
before a memorable celebration: an impor-
tant anniversary for an organization.
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OUR OUT OF BUDAPEST PROGAMS ARE  
MORE ADVENTUROUS THAN EXPECTED!



An Active Day in the Countryside

Dragon Boat Challenge

 DURATION different versions from 2 to 5 hours,  
 including the announcement of the winner 
 GROUP SIZE from 30 to 100+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION several possible locations 
 TRANSPORTATION transfer provided 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON mainly summer 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 39 / person 

A Dragon Boat is a very long and narrow ca-
noe-style, human-powered boat. It is now used 
in the team paddling sport of dragon boat rac-
ing, which originates from China from over 2000 
years ago. During this program, the guest will 
be divided into teams of 20 people. The chal-
lenge will be organized among the teams, in  
an elimination style race system. 

At the beginning of the program the guests 
have half an hour of instruction, a safety ses-
sion, and a short practice. By the time all of the 
teams find their rhythm and race speed, the 

challenge on the Danube can begin! Teams can 
compete in different type of races.  Each race 
covers approx. 200-300m, so it is a real contest 
among the teams, but doesn’t make everyone 
too tired. 

A rich picnic with great Hungarian dishes and 
drinks can be the greatest program before the 
award giving ceremony, under the sunny sky.
This tour is absolutely environmentally friendly. 
It does not emit harmful gases, and while it is 
absolutely green, it is also an excellent fitness 
activity. 
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Grape Harvest

 DURATION whole day with possible overnight 
 GROUP SIZE from 20 to 100+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION several possible locations 
 TRANSPORTATION TRANSFER provided 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON fall 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 59 / person 

You don’t have to be a wine lover or expert – it is 
always fun to participate in a traditional grape 
harvest in a private vineyard on the countryside! 
Whether you are an advanced ‘yummy grape 
picker’ or a total beginner who always dreamt 
of living the magical atmosphere of a harvest 
– you’ll have fun regardless! Just think of the 
lovely weather in fall, the colours and the smell 
all around…imagine, a bunch of great people 
gathering together, tasting different wines from 
the previous years - everyone can be a part of 
the wine making process. It’s not just picking the 
grapes, but also teamwork, which will bring all 
of the participants together. After a pleasantly 
exhausting but productive day, it would be a sin 
to miss a wonderful dinner with all the flavours 
of the best homemade Hungarian specialities.

OPTIONAL EXTRA SERVICES

Bio and herbal winery programs also available.
Ideal to combine with gastro programs/team 
building: cauldron goulash cooking, blind tast-
ing contests etc.

Palinka, Paprika and Pig –  
As Hungarians Do!

 DURATION whole day with possible overnight 
 GROUP SIZE from 20 to 100+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION several possible locations 
 TRANSPORTATION transfer provided 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON fall and winter 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 55 / person 

Pig Slaughtering is a traditional feast in some 
European countries, just as it has been for cen-
turies in Hungary also. The atmosphere of this 
ritual is magical, for some maybe it will be a 
little bit naturalistic, but for sure it will become 
a lifetime memory for everybody. Tradition-
ally, this event is held when the weather gets 
colder, deep in the lovely Hungarian country-
side. Since it’s an open-air program, you have to 
be prepared, but don’t worry, you’ll be warmly 
welcomed by our ‘fence-ripper’ spirit - pálinka 
- which will warm and relax you. For those who 
would like to see the actual slaughter, it’s possi-
ble, you just have to wake up early and have an 
extra pálinka! 

After the spirits, the work is started and all 
hands will be needed! You will be able to see 
how to make and season the traditional Hun-
garian black pudding and sausage, how to cut 
up the parts and prepare them for smoking, and 
of course, during the procedure for breakfast, 
you can taste a previous slaughter’s ham, lard, 
and sausages with fresh homemade bread. 
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You’ll have great fun eating, drinking pálinka 
and mulled wine till the end of the day in friend-
ly and warm company. And the highlight of the 
day is just about to come: the feast is crowned 
by the dinner with roasted sausages and black 
pudding which will be the freshest and the most 
organic meat you’ve ever tasted in your life!

OPTIONAL EXTRA SERVICES

n  Wine tasting
n  Location depending: bird watching

Chic and Authentic: Sailing Regatta 
on the Hungarian Sea

 DURATION different versions from 3 to 5 hours  
 depending on group size and request.  
 Ideally  whole day activity combined with other  
 programs (wine tasting, meals, vineyard visits) 
 DISTANCE FROM BUDAPEST 120 km  
 (1 hour and 30 minutes one way) 
 GROUP SIZE from 10 to 100+ guests,  
 6-7 people / team
 POSSIBLE LOCATION Balaton Lake 
 TRANSPORTATION transfer provided 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON spring and summer  
 (weather depending) 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 69 / person 

Our team will welcome the guests on the shore 
of Lake Balaton in a lovely yacht port. After a 
nice light lunch and a short briefing, we form 
teams, take a sailboat with professional skip-
pers and head out to the Hungarian sea for a 
private race, a real regatta! The race will be 
monitored by professional judges and a safety 
boat. Winners will be given an award during the 
dinner and pictures of the race, taken by our 
professional photographer, will be sent to all 
participants after the trip. The sailing adventure 
and race is a rather sporty program as guests 
seriously have to take part in the sailing tasks 
with of course no danger to encounter. It is great 
fun and a pretty cool way to get the team togeth-
er in just one day. Fantastic views, fresh breeze 
and a fun challenge – teams will be ready for 

dinner after the race! In case of good weather, 
while in the middle of the lake, the yacht captain 
may decide to allow swimming from the boat, 
which really is an incredible amount fun!
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A Hungarian Classic:  
Equestrian Programs

 DURATION different versions from 2 hours  
 to an entire day program 
 GROUP SIZE from 10 to 500+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION Budapest and outside 
 TRANSPORTATION transfer provided 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON any season 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 45 / person 

Hungary is one of the main targets of Equestri-
an tourism since it has a great Equestrian his-
tory, and the enthusiasm towards this tradition 
has never stopped since. It’s not surprising if we 
think about the fact that the first Hungarians, 
the horseman warriors, rode all the way from 
Central Asia to settle in present-day Hungary. 
There are countless ways to enjoy the magic 

atmosphere that equestrian events can bring: 
carriage driving competitions, private derby 
(Recommended to large groups), traditional 
horse shows, horseback riding and more.

Treasure Hunt in the Artists’ Town 
Szentendre

 DURATION approx. 2 hours 
 DISTANCE FROM BUDAPEST 25 km 
 GROUP SIZE from 20 to 100+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION Szentendre 
 TRANSPORTATION transfer provided 
 RECOMMENDED SEASON spring, summer, fall 
 APPROXIMATE RATES from € 35 / person 

Our guide will meet the guests, and together 
they’ll leave Budapest with a private bus, while 
listening to our guide’s sightseeing commen-
taries. Our destination is the wonderful town of 
Szentendre. This legendary town of the Danube 
band attracts visitors and expat artists with its 
culture, its extraordinary galleries and artist life 
amidst the beautiful old city. The group will be 
split into smaller teams, all of which will receive 
secret codes and indices. Their task is to find 
the treasures and put together the pieces of the 
‘puzzle’ hidden around the old town. For finding 
the treasures, guests will not only have to coop-
erate within the team, but also get in touch with 
the locals! All participants will get a small sou-
venir of the program, yet the grand prize goes to 
the quickest ones – the winning team!

OPTIONAL EXTRA SERVICES

n  Further cultural and sightseeing programs  
in Szentendre

n  Lunch, dinner or gastro programs in Szentendre
n  Danube Band sightseeing programs  

by bus or boat
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Incentives in the Countryside

Hungary may not be a huge country, but its di-
versity is amazing! Whether you are taking your 
team out of town for a celebration or a few days 
of concentrated team work, the countryside has 
a lot to offer: isolated premium quality hotels 
and meeting facilities, exciting team building 
opportunities, truly useful CSR project options, 
wonderful landscapes, excellent wine regions, 
spa spots, culinary adventures, extreme sports 
you did not even know about and more. 

UNDERGUIDE always offers program and loca-
tion solutions conform to event type, goal and 
your team’s style. Contact our coordinators and 
describe your needs – we will be glad to offer 
you our standard high quality services listed in 
this catalogue, or to search for new locations 
and local programs tailored to your event. 

Some ideas that our clients enjoyed in 2014:

SOUTHERN COMFORT IN SZEGED
Enjoy the warm welcome of Szeged and be se-
rious about your yearly meet up at the 4* con-
ference hotel, but prepare for a serious party 
and show your gastro skills during the fish soup 
cooking contest on the Danube riverbank! If com-
petitive team building is also your thing, go for 
the dragon boat contest on the Maty Ér, which is a 
home for world class kayaking and rowing events, 
or choose our Treasure Hunt game adapted to the 
old town of this lovely southern city.

FOREST WELLNESS AND ADVENTURE
Only 60km from Budapest surrounded by the 
dramatic landscape of the national park situ-
ated in the Inner Western Carpathians, you will 

find a venue with all 4-5 star comfort you need 
for your meetings, as well as excellent hiking, 
tracking, canoeing, and biking opportunities. 
To unwind after the hard work don’t miss your 
chance to be the best cook of the woods with-
in a gastro team building, or test yourself with 
archery or horseback riding if you feel the need 
for an adventure!

GOURMET GATEWAY
Hide in a small but world famous wine region, 
spend the day with meetings held in total se-
crecy and enjoy the meals accompanied with 
an amazing wine selection which you would 
never find in Budapest. Meet the wine makers, 
visit their wine cellars and , hike, hunt, go for 
some good fishing and enjoy the natural luxury 
of the region. 
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OUR CSR PROJECTS ARE  
MORE HELPFUL THAN EXPECTED!



If you care about your event being sustainable,  
if you are looking for a team building activity 
with CSR or charity aspects, if you are planning 
your yearly CSR activities and you are looking 
for CSR projects which involves your colleagues, 
– we are here to help you find the right solution. 

Always tailored to your company goals, we have 
several CSR project types to suggest to you. You 
choose the project type, we suggest a concrete 
project which fits your budget. From there we 
take care of the entire organization and program 
coordination, so you don’t have to!

Our multi-lingual staff can handle program 
coordination in various languages. As event pro-
fessionals, we can ensure that you will get an 
entertaining, meaningful and smooth running 
CSR program with optional extra services, such 
as transfers, catering, company product dona-
tion handling or WERK shooting.

Beautify Budapest

 DURATION different versions from 5 hours  
 to 2-3 days 
 GROUP SIZE from 15 to 100+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION several possible locations 
 APPROXIMATE RATES CSR project rates  
 depend highly on the final project chosen,  
 so rates cannot be given in advance. When  
 choosing Beautify Budapest programs, consider  
 that these are CSR projects with long lasting  
 effect and significant material needs. Therefore,  
 they are among the higher cost CSR projects. 

Clean, decorate, colour, and paint the build-
ings, statues, streets, and parks of Budapest! 
We have a large variety of projects to offer you 
where your employees will have to work hard, 
but will absolutely enjoy what they are doing, as 
the result will speak for itself!

Feed the Hungry

 DURATION different versions from 30 minutes  
 to 4-5 hours 
 GROUP SIZE from 15 to 100+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION several possible locations 
 APPROXIMATE RATES CSR project rates  
 depend highly on the final project chosen,  
 so rates cannot be given in advance. Feed the  
 Hungry programs are one-off events, resulting  
 in a cheaper CSR program. 

Option 1: Cold meal packaging
Do you know how much you can help during a 
simple conference coffee break? At our Cold 
Meal Packaging Station installed at your confer-
ence venue, your participants can volunteer to 
offer 5-10 minutes of their time and personally 
pack meals (sandwiches, fruits, etc) that will 
later be distributed by a homeless care foun-
dation’s street service professionals to those in 
need on the streets of Budapest. 
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Option 2: Hot meal cooking
If you are a small to medium group and you are 
really willing to enter a world that is usually 
closed to outsiders and really make a difference 
– this is your project. A homeless shelter will 
open its doors to welcome you in its very sen-
sible environment, for a great cooking project. 
Our chef will teach your guest how to make a 
real authentic goulash or other Hungarian meal, 
while in the meantime you’ll be cooking for 100+ 
homeless guests! An unforgettable experience 
and a way to really help and feel the result. 

Youth Related Projects

 DURATION different versions from 3 hours  
 to an entire day program 
 GROUP SIZE from 15 to 100+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION several possible locations 
 APPROXIMATE RATES CSR project rates  
 depend highly on the final project chosen,  
 so rates cannot be given in advance. 

Option 1: Cultural Programs with Kids
Sadly some local kids, especially those living 
in child care institutions, never get to see the 
wonders of downtown Budapest, never go to Mu-
seums, the Opera or the Circus. Your group can 
pair with groups of children and go for a sight-
seeing tour, a boat cruise, a concert, or any oth-
er leisure activity together! You will discover a 
new cultural aspect of Budapest, while providing 
an unforgettable experience to these children.

Option 2: Challenge day  
at a Juvenile detention centre
These youngsters aged between 10 and 18 made 
a mistake in their early years. Today they live in a 
semi-secure institution, where they go to school 
and are taken care of, so that one day when they 
are out, they will have the ability to change their 
lives. UNDERGUIDE has developed a close part-
nership with some of these institutions, where a 
Challenge Day or a sport day can be held within 
the walls, with the participation of the inhabitants 
and your team members! Joining the children for 
an afternoon activity will be an exceptional expe-
rience for all your team members and will greatly 
cheer up the lives of these youngsters. 

Green Projects

 DURATION different versions from 3 hours  
 to an entire day program 
 GROUP SIZE from 15 to 100+ guests 
 POSSIBLE LOCATION several possible locations
 APPROXIMATE RATES CSR project rates  
 depend highly on the final project chosen,  
 so rates cannot be given in advance. 

Option 1: Selective waste art & Land Art Projects
These projects are probably the ones which 
require the most creativity from your group. 
Based on the detailed plans of our landscape 
architects, with the manual labour and the crea-
tive ideas of your team, we will build a piece of 
art which will decorate the city or chosen park, 

using natural and recycled material only. It is a 
fun team building activity, and you will also have 
positively contributed to beautifying Budapest!

Option 2: Kitchen Garden planting  
for and with local communities
Community gardens are useful in plenty of ways: 
they create communities, they help the poorer 
residents to get fruit & vegetables, and overall, 
gardening contributes to a better life of the town 
people while also producing many other positive 
effects. With the participation of your team, we 
will launch a community garden in a disadvan-
taged area of Budapest, where locals will also 
be invited to help during the first steps, as later 
they will be the ones who continue the project by 
taking care of their garden! Planting a communi-
ty garden is the best ‘planting’ CSR project type: 
it is directly beneficial to the local community 
that you will meet, and it really encourages your 
people to work, as it has huge potential for con-
tinuation by the local community. 

Tailor Made CSR Projects

If you are willing to organize a CSR event which 
relates specifically to your products or yearly 
company CSR goals, do not hesitate to contact 
us – we will be happy to build a tailor made 
program for you, whether you want to donate 
your products, be they storm windows, cable or 
the servicing of intellectual property protection 
worldwide!
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